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Amazing Aeroplanes
Patrol the streets with some cool animal drivers in this cheerful picture book all
about police cars. Lively wordplay, vibrant art, plus a visual dictionary, make this
title a must-have for bookshelves everywhere. This book is filled with humorous
rhyming text by the award-winning poet Tony Mitton, which perfectly complements
Ant Parker's bold, bright illustrations. A picture dictionary identifying police car
parts builds vocabulary and makes learning about police cars exciting and fun.

Brilliant Boats
Rockets they have power. They rise and roar. This rocket's waiting, ready to soar.
Zoom to the moon with a crazy crew of astronauts in this sparkling picture book.
Zippy wordplay, zappy art, plus a picture dictionary make learning about space
travel fun!

Amazing Machines: Remarkable Robots
Buckle up and start the engine to learn all about trucks! Tough Trucks follows the
animal gang as they become truckers, rubbish collectors and construction workers.
Each page is filled with details that machine-mad kids will love: the truck cabs,
semitrailers, concrete mixers, tankers and more! From aeroplanes to fire engines,
the internationally bestselling Amazing Machines series is the perfect way for
preschoolers to learn about all sorts of vehicles! Each book introduces a new
vehicle and the many jobs it can do. Bright, engaging artwork and simple, rhyming
text combine to make these fantastic books for young children. Kids will love
getting to know the friendly, animal characters who feature throughout the series
and reading about their fast-paced adventures! There is also a page at the back of
each book that features an amazing, annotated machine to teach kids all of the
different vehicle parts.

Amazing Animals: Ocean Odyssey
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Rhyming text introduces a variety of ships and boats as they cross lakes, seas, and
rivers with cargoes of merchandise or people.

Tough Trucks
Amazing Machines: Remarkable Robots follows the animal team as they encounter
all kinds of droids and robots, from mini vacuums to self-driving cars and rovers on
Mars! Each page is filled with details that machine-mad kids will love. From
airplanes to electric cars, the internationally bestselling Amazing Machines series is
the perfect way for children to learn about all sorts of machines and vehicles! Each
book introduces a new vehicle or machine and the many jobs it can do. Bright,
engaging artwork and simple, rhyming text combine to make these fantastic books
for young children. Kids will love getting to know the friendly, animal characters
who feature throughout the series and reading about their fast-paced adventures!

Amazing Airplanes
Cars can whiz and zoom, but you can write, color, sticker, and draw in your
Amazing Machines activity book - and build your very own car too! For fans of the
bestselling Amazing Machines series, this activity book with over 50 reusable
stickers is perfect for young children to practice important early learning skills such
as counting, writing, coloring, matching, and hand-eye coordination. And each
page features one or more of their favorite Amazing Machines cars!

High-flying Helicopters
Rabbit, Bird and Mouse go an underwater trip in a submarine.

Busy Boats
A brand-new storybook in the perennially popular Amazing Machines series from
Tony Mitton and Ant Parker - over 1 million copies sold to date! Turn on the siren
and zoom down the streets with some animal paramedics in Awesome
Ambulances, an action-packed picture book all about ambulances. Lively wordplay,
vibrant art, plus a visual dictionary, make this title a must-have for bookshelves
everywhere. This book is filled with humorous rhyming text by the award-winning
poet Tony Mitton, which perfectly complements Ant Parker's bold, bright
illustrations. A picture dictionary identifying ambulance parts builds vocabulary
and makes learning about ambulances exciting and fun.

Amazing Machines: Remarkable Robots
This interactive early learning activity book is packed full of airplanes! Airplanes
that are are fast, big, and heavy. Airplanes that can zoom and soar and go whoosh
through the skies. Airplanes with wings and wheels and controls to carry people
across the world. Preschool children will love the activity pages-- there are
counting, matching, drawing, writing, coloring, and lots of other activities, as well
as two pages of stickers to use. Inside the front and back covers are press-out play
pieces that little fingers can use to build their very own amazing airplane!
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Amazing Machines: Colossal Cranes
Buckle up and take off to learn all about flying! Amazing Aeroplanes follows the
animal crew as they become pilots, luggage handlers and air stewards. Each page
is filled with details that machine-mad kids will love: the check-in desks, the flightcontrol tower, the landing gear and much more! This book, now in chunky board
book format, is perfect for budding pilots or happy holidaymakers!

Roaring Rockets
Amazing Machines First Concepts: Sounds
Trucks are tough and sturdy. They take on heavy loads, then thunder on their giant
tires down long and busy roads.From semitrailers to tankers, rumble down the road
with a team of animal truckers in this lively story, now in an attractive board book
format perfect for small hands. Young children will adore it as will the adults who
get to read aloud these irresistible rhymes!

Amazing Machines: Awesome Ambulances
Sail the high seas in this picture book featuring playful art, animal sailors and a
brilliant picture dictionary.

Amazing Machines Amazing Airplanes Activity Book
Zoom down the street with some cool animal bikers in this cheerful picture book all
about motorcycles. Spirited wordplay, vibrant art, plus a visual dictionary, make
this title a must have for bookshelves everywhere. This book is filled with lively
rhyming text by the award-winning poet Tony Mitton that perfectly complements
Ant Parker's bold, bright illustrations. A picture dictionary identifying motorcycle
parts builds vocabulary and makes learning about motorcycles exciting and fun.

Amazing Aircraft
Turn on the siren and zoom down the streets with some animal paramedics in this
cheerful picture book all about ambulances. Lively wordplay, vibrant art, plus a
visual dictionary, make this title a must-have for bookshelves everywhere. This
book is filled with humorous rhyming text by the award-winning poet Tony Mitton,
which perfectly complements Ant Parker's bold, bright illustrations. A picture
dictionary identifying ambulance parts builds vocabulary and makes learning about
ambulances exciting and fun.

Amazing Machines
Your 14 favorite storybooks inside one fantastic fire truck! The bestselling Amazing
Machines series of picture storybooks is now available in a fabulous box set. With
14 mini storybooks inside, the Big Truckload of Fun collection is the perfect gift for
every preschooler who loves vehicles. From airplanes and ambulances to rockets
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and tractors, these critically acclaimed picture books are full of fun rhyming text,
bright artwork, and wacky animal characters to engage and delight young children
as they learn about machines. Each book includes a helpful illustrated glossary of
technical words to help build vocabulary.

Amazing Machines Cool Cars Activity Book
Have fun listening to amazing airplanes on the go!

Terrific Trains
Amazing Machines: Colossal Cranes follows the animal team as they encounter all
the jobs cranes carry out on a busy, bustling construction site. Each page is filled
with details that machine-mad kids will love. From airplanes to electric cars, the
internationally bestselling Amazing Machines series is the perfect way for children
to learn about all sorts of machines and vehicles! Each book introduces a new
vehicle or machine and the many jobs it can do. Bright, engaging artwork and
simple, rhyming text combine to make these fantastic books for young children.
Kids will love getting to know the friendly, animal characters who feature
throughout the series and reading about their fast-paced adventures!

Tremendous Tractors
Rhyming text and illustrations describe different kinds of cars, including fast cars,
police cars, taxis, and convertibles.

Amazing Airplanes Sound Book
Colorful illustrations of familiar machines introduce young readers to a variety of
sounds.

Dazzling Diggers
This picture book makes learning about helicopters fun.

Amazing Machines: Amazing Aeroplanes
Tremendous, chuggy tractors, so sturdy and so strong, hitching up to farm
machines and pulling them along.Climb aboard a tractor with a trio of animal
farmers in this lively story, now in an attractive board book format perfect for small
hands. Young children will adore it as will the adults who get to read aloud these
irresistible rhymes!

Amazing Machines Story Box
Flashing Fire Engines follows the animal crew as they become fire fighters. Climb
on board the fire truck, ride along, and learn how to put out fires to save the day!
Every page of this chunky board book is full of the kind of detail that machine-mad
toddlers love: the fireman's pole, the siren, the long ladder, and much more! From
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airplanes to fire engines, the internationally bestselling Amazing Machines series is
the perfect way for children to learn about all sorts of vehicles! Each book
introduces a new vehicle and the many jobs it can do. Bright, engaging artwork
and simple, rhyming text combine to make these fantastic books for young
children. Kids will love getting to know the friendly, animal characters who feature
throughout the series and reading about their fast-paced adventures!

Super Submarines
To many young readers, there are few things that sound more exciting than flying
over the sea and around the world. This exciting book explores what the life of a
pilot is like and introduces some of the different parts of a plane. Close picture-text
correlation help readers understand key concepts and develop important reading
comprehension skills. Accessible, low-ATOS text will help young readers learn
about this fascinating career, while colorful photographs help readers entertain the
idea that someday, they may become a pilot.

Flashing Fire Engines
In this SeeMore Reader, "Simon gets to the essence of his subject through bold,
dramatic color photographs and short, crisp texts. The book draws comparisons
between how long it took early aircraft to accomplish their missions and how long
it takes modern planes; the inclusion of data about an aircraft of the future adds a
touch of excitementThis introductory book is meant to whet the appetite, and that
it does." - School Library Journal. Newly updated 2012. introductory book is meant
to whet the appetite, and that it does." - School Library Journal. Newly updated
2012.

Drawing Awesome Cars
Rockets roar and soar, but you can write, color, and draw in your Amazing
Machines activity book - and build your very own rocket too! For fans of the
bestselling Amazing Machines series, this activity book is perfect for young
children to practice important early learning skills such as counting, writing,
drawing, matching, and hand-eye coordination. And each page features one or
more of their favorite Amazing Machines rockets!

Amazing Machines: Big Truckload of Fun
This jolly slipcase is the perfect introduction to the much-loved Amazing Machines
series. Zippy wordplay, zappy art and wacky animal characters make learning
about vehicles fun. This complete set of miniature editions makes a perfect gift for
any pre-schooler who loves machines.

Amazing Machines: Tough Trucks
Ten favorite storybooks inside one fantastic truck! The bestselling Amazing
Machines series of picture storybooks is available in a fabulous box set. With 10
mini storybooks inside, the Truckload of Fun collection is the perfect gift for every
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preschooler who loves vehicles. From airplanes and diggers to rockets and tractors,
these critically acclaimed picture books are full of fun rhyming text, bright artwork,
and wacky animal characters to engage and delight young children as they learn
about machines. Each book includes a helpful illustrated glossary of technical
words to help build vocabulary.

Patrolling Police Cars
Amazing Machines Story Box by Tony Mitton The bestselling Amazing Machines
series is now available in this charming carry along story box set. With five
paperback books inside, this collection is the perfect gift for any preschooler who
loves machines. From airplanes to rockets to tractors, these critically acclaimed
picture books are full of fun rhyming text, bright artwork, and wacky animal
characters that will delight and engage young children as they learn about
machines. Each book includes a helpful illustrated glossary of technical words to
help build vocabulary. Titles include: Amazing Airplanes, Flashing Fire Trucks,
Terrific Trains, Tough Trucks, and Roaring Rockets

The Amazing Machines Truckload of Fun
Introduces the animals of the North Pacific Ocean with rhyming text and
illustrations.

Cool Cars
Amazing Machines: Remarkable Robots follows the animal team as they encounter
all kinds of droids and robots, from mini vacuums to self-driving cars and rovers on
Mars! Each page is filled with details that machine-mad kids will love. From
airplanes to electric cars, the internationally bestselling Amazing Machines series is
the perfect way for children to learn about all sorts of machines and vehicles! Each
book introduces a new vehicle or machine and the many jobs it can do. Ant
Parker's bright, engaging artwork and Tony Mitton's simple, rhyming text combine
to make these fantastic books for young children. Kids will love getting to know the
friendly, animal characters who feature throughout the series and reading about
their fast-paced adventures! Continue to explore all things that go with the rest of
the Amazing Machines series, including Cool Cars, Patrolling Police Cars and
Roaring Rockets.

Marvelous Motorcycles
Terrific Trains follows the animal crew as they travel the railroads. Climb on board
and whiz down the track to discover different types of trains and how rail travel
works. Every page of this chunky board book is full of details machine-mad
toddlers love: diesel, steam, and electric engines, the signals, and so much more!
From airplanes to fire engines, the internationally bestselling Amazing Machines
series is the perfect way for children to learn about all sorts of vehicles! Each book
introduces a new vehicle and the jobs it can do. Bright, engaging artwork and
simple, rhyming text combine to make these fantastic books for young children.
Kids will love getting to know the friendly, animal characters who feature
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throughout the series and reading about their fast-paced adventures!

Amazing Machines Roaring Rockets Activity Book
Buckle up to learn all about helicopters! Hovering Helicopters follows the animal
crew as they become pilots. Each page is full of the kind of detail that machinemad kids love: rotor blades, the cockpit, air ambulances, mountain rescue, and
much more!

Amazing Machines
Jet above the clouds with a loopy animal crew in this exhilarating picture book.
Zippy wordplay, zappy art, plus a picture dictionary make learning about
aeroplanes fun!

Amazing Machines: Cool Cars
Amazing Aeroplanes Sound Book
Buckle up to learn all about flying! Amazing Airplanes follows the animal crew, as
they become pilots, baggage handlers, and air stewards. Each page is filled with
details that machine-mad kids love, such as the cockpit, landing gear, and much
more. This book is perfect for budding pilots or happy vacationers! From airplanes
to fire engines, the internationally bestselling Amazing Machines series is the
perfect way for children to learn about all sorts of vehicles! Each book introduces a
new vehicle and the jobs it can do. Bright, engaging artwork and simple, rhyming
text combine to make these fantastic books for young children. Kids will love
getting to know the friendly, animal characters who feature throughout the series
and reading about their fast-paced adventures!

Amazing Machines: Big Truckload of Fun
Amazing Airplanes Sound Book is a fantastic, novelty addition to the bestselling
Amazing Machines range. The perennially popular Amazing Airplanes picture book
is now available for the first time in this exciting new format. Young children will
love hearing the roar of the plane's engines, all the sounds of the airport, the pilot
in his cockpit, and much more as they work through the book, discovering new
sounds on every spread.The Amazing Machines picture books feature zippy
wordplay and zappy art, perfect for entertaining mini motorheads. The much-loved
animal characters that feature throughout the series return in this book as they
arrive at the airport ready to board their plane. 2017 is the twentieth anniversary
of the original Amazing Machines picture books, making this the perfect
opportunity to engage a whole new generation of young machine-lovers!

I Can Be a Pilot
Diggers are noisy, strong, and big. Diggers can carry and push and dig. Diggers
have shovels to scoop and lift, blades that bulldoze, shunt, and shift. Sloshing and
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squelching, and smashing and bashing, the construction machinery does its work manned by a friendly animal gang - in this lively story now in an attractive board
book format perfect for small hands. Young children will adore it as will the adults
who get to read aloud these irresistible rhymes!

Amazing Machines: Awesome Ambulances
Young readers have probably seen sports cars, trucks, and motorcycles on the
highway. Now, they can try drawing these and many other vehicles, while learning
cool facts at the same time. From the historic Model T to a futuristic land speed
car, a variety of vehicles is introduced to readers, along with step-by-step
instructions for drawing them. Colorful illustrations aid in the drawing process and
give young artists a sense of what their creations might look like when they’re
finished.

Awesome Ambulances
Buckle up and take off to learn all about flying! Amazing Aeroplanes follows the
animal crew as they become pilots, baggage handlers and air stewards. Each page
is filled with details that machine-mad kids will love: the check-in desks, the flightcontrol tower, the landing gear and much more! This book is perfect for budding
pilots or happy holidaymakers! From aeroplanes to fire engines, the internationally
bestselling Amazing Machines series is the perfect way for preschoolers to learn
about all sorts of vehicles! Each book introduces a new vehicle and the many jobs
it can do. Bright, engaging artwork and simple, rhyming text combine to make
these fantastic books for young children. Kids will love getting to know the friendly,
animal characters who feature throughout the series and reading about their fastpaced adventures! There is also a page at the back of each book that features an
amazing, annotated machine to teach kids all of the different vehicle parts.The
Amazing Machines series is celebrating its twentieth anniversary in 2017 - the
perfect opportunity to introduce a whole new generation of mini machine-lovers to
these fantastic books!
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